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Well thank you, Vinh To, for the introductions and thank you to all of the experts at UTAS who have 
given sessions and I'm sure that everyone who's attended them has found that we've learned some 
essential knowledge that's required for online learning. My name is Mark as you've just said and my 
colleague's name is Misty and we're both from the CELC at the National University of Singapore and 
this is the title of our talk today.  So, effective teaching practices in supporting students in and 
beyond class time in an online academic literacy module. 

 

Our objective is to really discuss the importance of strategies to connect with students inside and 
outside the classroom through online means. And so we're really focusing on how we've tried to 
effectively develop teacher-student interaction and how our understanding of teaching in relation to 
social and cognitive presences has informed us. 

 

Both Misty and I are part of a program called the ideas and exposition modules and it's normally a 
classroom program, so we normally have seminar-based classrooms where we have 16 maximum in 
the room and there's a strong focus on a dialogic pedagogy. We have four hours a week with the 
students, so 48 hours in all over the semester, and the idea is really to have a seminar-based room 
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where we can have a lot of academic discussion about topics of interest. My topic relates to sports 
sociology; Misty's topic relates to psychology and skills for the workplace and for social purposes. 
And we do try to get students to elaborate on discussions, to justify contributions, to pose questions 
and to evaluate both our discourses and our students’ discourses. And very often, a typical task is 
students presenting an academic paper and presenting their views on it. 

 

But of course, all of that changed very significantly with COVID and really tipped the balance away 
from it being a face-to-face, seminar-based instructional environment to one that was, first of all, a 
bit difficult to deal with because it was really emergency remote teaching. So we really had to shift 
from one day to the next,  from 100% classroom to 100% online. And we're in our third iteration 
now of the whole semester being online. The first iteration was half-half. We had to suddenly shift. 
And so everyone's been working from home and trying to update our home accessories to deal with 
it. But yes we were hit quite badly and we haven't gone back to class yet either. 

 

And so of course, there are many issues that come with 100 percent online teaching,  especially in an 
environment where there is fear, there is, it was a pandemic, still is. And so we have to be aware of 
the kinds of shifts in mentality that this may cause students. So, the emotional distance might be an 
issue, students might feel difficulty expressing themselves, their worries, their concerns. Teachers 
might not be able to view student issues as easily as they can in the classroom. And there may be 
feelings of isolation and anonymity produced by the remote teaching. 
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And so, it's important to have conceptual understanding of what an online environment does. And 
the kind of research that's been done to show effective online environments, and of course 
Wenger's COP model is essential, I think. And this is me learning, and me showing you how I've 
learned, what are the essential characteristics of the fully online environment. And so, I feel that 
these four concepts need to be present and ongoing throughout: community, identity, practice and 
meaning. And some of the findings that I'm going to share with you from my practice involved two of 
these. 

 

So, what we're sharing with you is really spirals of action research, so teaching and learning from 
innovation, learning from testing and investigating, refining. And as I said, we've already had three, 
two and a half semesters and this is the third full semester. So we're seeing some reiterations of 
action research projects. And I would say that openness, responsibility and wholeheartedness are 
essential for this kind of research. The idea that you have to be open to try new things, you have to 
be responsible for your acts as a teacher and you need to really want to make change. So these 
three concepts are always present. 
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So, for my research there are really three main questions that I wanted to ask. Does the use of an 
asynchronous discussion forum encourage an inclusive environment? Can zoom be used effectively 
to provide an inclusive educational environment? And can teacher corrective feedback be more 
dialogic? And to what extent might it increase students’ feelings of inclusion? 

 

And so, the first full semesters that I did online, I did some research and I'm going to give you 
examples of some of those issues related to the questions. So first of all, in the first action research 
project, in the first full online teaching that I did about a year ago now, I asked the students why 
haven't you been using our asynchronous discussion forum? And I noticed that there were very few 
views, 25 max, and very few posts. And so, this is the kind of feedback I got from students. I haven't 
had time, I don't see the need for it, it doesn't come to mind, haven't had any questions.  

 

 So, clearly, I thought to myself, all right, well there's an issue here. And this brings up meaning by 
Wenger. So the idea that we should spend moments thinking about why things are done online and 
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evaluating their significance. And so, this second and third iteration, I've been sending students 
emails saying I've collected the conversations, I've collected the questions. I'm sending them here for 
you. These forum tasks are important because… I've also been uploading the zoom session 
recordings and I've been noticing a very big increase in the number of posts, the number of views. So 
that's one reflection. It needs to be ongoing and thought well, an asynchronous discussion forum. 

 

The second thing I've been working with is zoom, in the synchronous virtual learning platform. The 
first time I did it, I was getting mixed views. Some students were enjoying it as you can see on this 
left-hand side. Some were saying it's not easy, I'm missing the person-to-person interaction. 

 

And although this is still existing, what I am finding is that there are a couple of things I can bring in 
to help that. So for example, instead of getting students to present all the papers on zoom, I'm giving 
them the option to record it. I'm also using google docs when they go into breakout rooms because 
you can't record the breakout room discussions on zoom. So this gives us a text to use as a group, as 
a whole group, after the discussions. And I think that this relates well to identity and practice from 
Wenger. So, the idea that learners have some control on the content and that they're discussing the 
materials online effectively. So they're happier now with more time, and also it gives me the chance 
to evaluate their presentations and give them feedback. So this is a much more effective use of 
zoom. 
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With regards to feedback to students, before, when we had class to class interactions I tended to use 
imperatives a lot when I gave feedback, so written corrective feedback. But now without the face to 
face where I can actually just explain what the imperative is about, I find I'm using more modality. 
So, to give some dialogic space between our conversations. 

 

And also, a taxonomy, a typology of communicative moves from Walker. So, being aware of the 
kinds of moves that I’m using when I’m writing to students. And there are some examples here of an 
inform opinion and an encourage. So, at the top in in the italics is the student's text and mine below. 
And again, here there's an example of a counter and a critique. So I'm more aware of the moves. I'm 
moving much further away from just imperatives without modality. 

 

And so, I'm getting emails where students are showing that they're confident, that they're relaxed. 
So, these are questions that my students embedded in their texts. So, they're taking on the same 
kind of dialogic conversations with me, asking questions within their texts. And they’re using this 
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kind of reflection, haha, warmest regards, which shows a little bit of trust, I think, and confidence. 
And in the feedback, talking about me caring for them comes through all the time. So I think that this 
helps, being mindful of teacher voice and being mindful of the different acts that we use. 

 

And then finally, for my, I'm doing some corpus research now on these moves. And I do find that 
encourage moves appear a lot and they're part of a softening before the actual instruct move very 
often. So here's an example. Good synthesis, so to encourage. But try not to repeat. So I'm finding 
that this encouragement is affecting some good confidence and trust building with students. 

 

Thank you. So, to just to sum up, for the asynchronous discussion forums, using guided questions, 
relating the learning functions of the forums, sending the students the question, sending the 
students a week of dialogue as a package to help them to keep up with what's going on, and 
recording the sessions can be very useful. And they can see those. And then for zoom, patterns need 
to be varied, feedback can be given on recordings, breakout room discussions should be 
accompanied with a google doc. And then for corrective feedback, try to be as interpersonal as you 
can and try to encourage as much as possible. Thank you. 

 

Dr Misty Cook 
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Okay, so let me start. So, carrying on from what Mark was saying about building a community of 
practice, even when the education is done online it's critical for us to strike a good balance between 
showing our students that we are there to support the students inside and outside the classroom. So 
for my part, I'm going to show you what I have done in my course that is similar to Mark’s in that we 
both teach academic literacy. So we teach our students how to do writing but using content in 
psychology to help them learn academic literacies. So for my part, I'm going to be talking about 
building a community using a good balance between teacher and student presence as well as 
cognitive presence, that is reported in the literature. So I will give you a quick review of what the 
literature is, what I did to implement it, and what the students thought about the way I adopted this 
pedagogy.  

 

Okay, so just to give you a quick overview of what the literature cites. So, the definition of teacher 
presence is that even when it's an online education course, instructors should responsibly present 
the content and facilitate the teaching so that the students have a good experience. And this 
extends to facilitating the content inside the classroom and outside. So, scaffolding inside the 
classroom and then, as you just heard from Mark as well, scaffolding for the students with feedback 
outside the classroom, so that students have multiple opportunities to learn. In terms of the social 
presence, it's really just to say that beyond the students needing the instructors to be there, 
students also need to feel connected in the sense that they feel they have the peer support as well 
as instructor support. Because with these two supports, these two types of support, then the 
students are able to develop more critical thinking and higher order thinking as a result of the 
instructors helping them and discussions amongst their peers. So, both are important, outside and 
inside the classroom. And of course, very importantly too, the cognitive presence, which is to, in 
short, just like with any face-to-face learning, to engage with students with content that they can 
relate to, that they can find relevance with. 
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Okay, So just to give you, to end the quick literature review, just to show you that there's substantial 
literature online, to show you the benefits of having the balance between teacher and social 
presence with the students as well as connecting with them cognitively. So, the research shows that 
when the instructors are present, they're able to engage the students in interactive learning inside 
and outside the classroom. Because students will feel a sense of belonging to a community of 
practice that Mark was referring to. And so, with that, researchers have found that students have 
increased engagement and it's less likely that they will drop out in the online education courses.  

 

Okay, so as Mark introduced earlier, we teach a 13-week content and language integrated learning. 
And Mark used sports whereas I use psychology to teach our students a range of academic literacy 
skills. 

 

So what I did to promote in an online education course in every lesson, to promote the teacher and 
student interactions, what I did was to ensure that I strike a good balance between my talking, 
because students need to have that input, recap, for example in, what I did in my class is that 
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somewhere in the class, whether it's at the beginning or in the middle or at the end, I would do a 
recap on the content or introduce the content or do a recap of the readings that I assign students to 
do. But as well as that, I would always make sure that students also have time to complete their 
group task. Roughly, it’s about 20 to 30 minutes. But even if I cannot give them 30 minutes, it will be 
a short task that requires 20 minutes. And come back, and we would hold most of the class for class 
discussion. So that's where students may ask questions about what they didn't understand or they 
present the readings for the lesson. Okay, and then at the end I will do a quick recap, even if we, say, 
don't have 15 minutes in total, I will make sure that I will spend at least five to 10 minutes during a 
quick recap and wrap up the lesson just so that the students find a conclusion to the key points that 
they should learn from the lesson. And also again, a lot of literature, I’m sure you're aware, has 
shown that online education is important and it's effective. But students will also likely suffer from 
zoom fatigue. That is cited a lot in online courses. So I make sure that at least the students are given 
one five-minute break somewhere in the lesson, probably halfway through. So that's how I strike a 
balance between teacher and student interactions. 

 

Okay, so the third thing is of course the cognitive presence. So for this, I make sure I choose topics 
that students will find relevant and hopefully interesting. So, in all the readings that I give the 
students to scaffold the content, what I did was I chose topics like leadership or psychology in 
politics that students will find interesting because it revolves, I mean, politics is everywhere. So 
either we talk about local politics or more global. So in the last year for example, we've been talking 
about Donald Trump and his leadership on rolling out the vaccines, for example. And so, that is 
something that students find relevance to in even the theoretical readings that they have to do. So, 
every lesson or before the lesson, I asked the students to do a reading related to the topic. So here, 
it would be about psychology and politics. And then the part two is to link it to examples like Nelson 
Mandela, whatever the students find relevant they can choose. So as being Singapore, of course we 
talk about the political settings here, whether it's to do with the election or whether it's to do again 
with the roll-out of the vaccines, how successful or not successful it is. So yeah, that's what we do, 
linking readings to examples to engage the students cognitively. 
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Okay, just to give you an example too, something that is closer to the students, that they can relate 
to, still scaffolding the requirements to how to understand a piece of academic text. But here, just to 
give you another example is about psychology in education. So, what motivates students like 
themselves in higher education to learn, what might be the individual differences in terms of the 
way students learn. So, we talk about thesis statements and then the paragraph developments as 
well as language accuracy. So, using the content in the academic text I would, again, like what I'd 
shown you in the last slide, just to annotate on the articles because it could be quite content heavy, 
just to show students where to locate information and what the purpose of a particular chunk of 
text is as well. And so again, linking it back to real life examples to show how they learn, how could 
they find relevance in the way the literature says they should learn, and the way they learn. So, a bit 
of reflection in students’ learning habits as well, so that, students should find interesting. So yes, give 
students reading. Then we do a quick recap and the students do their presentations that extends 
beyond the reading. Really, is about application of the paper so that students will hopefully find 
more relevance in that.  

 

Okay, so this is what I have found. So, in terms of instructor and social presence, that means 
whether I, I aim to achieve a good balance between teacher and student presence, social presence. 
So, what I did, based on the model that I showed you before, I asked the students whether I was 
able to, how engaged they were in learning and whether, even with the limited time that I gave 
them in explaining, in the 15 minutes or 20 minutes in total in the class, whether I was able to 
engage them in the learning. So as you can see on the results here, the orange is somewhat 
interesting, engaging, the grade is interesting, so, better. And option four is the students were more 
than they had anticipated, more engaging and interesting, than they had anticipated. So that's what 
they reviewed, so that is a good sign. So I think, this suggests to me that it is important to let the 
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students have a say, voice up their opinions and give them a chance to demonstrate their 
understanding before we come in and give them feedback.  

Okay, and so the zoom discussion also is interesting. So this is the majority of the lessons where the 
students reported also here that the lessons were engaging, interesting. And thankfully as well here, 
the grey and the blue is higher, so not just interesting but they were very engaged in the learning in 
in the lessons.  

 

Okay, so in terms of the content as well, so the content. So, for us, as we say, I use psychology to 
teach academic literacy, so I asked the students what topics they were interested in in particular. 
And so, they found that actually only a very few topics, the theoretical parts is something that they 
found less interesting. So, what they found most interesting was things that they could relate to. So, 
what motivates them to learn? The first arrow, reasons for their intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in 
learning. Leadership was a very popular one and of course the psychology in education. And so, the 
students reported, although you can see here right down the bottom lines, psychology in business. 
So we talked about in workplaces what motivates colleagues and leaders to work in a business 
setting. What makes teamwork successful, perhaps, was more remote for them as was with politics. 
So they found interesting, a lot, major, large majority, but a few also said that it was of low interest. 
So definitely topics that students can relate to that they find relevant even if theoretical, they would 
find more engaging and interesting. So, the cognitive presence is absolutely crucial in engaging the 
students throughout our online courses. 

 

So, in terms of the academic literacies as well, so at the beginning, a lot of the students in our 
courses say we have heard your courses, not just mine but Mark’s as well, and a range of our 
colleagues who use content to teach academic literacy, they all say that it's very difficult and they 
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don't like writing. A large majority of our students don't like writing academic texts, predominantly 
because they're not familiar with it and they're overwhelmed by the vastness of the task. So a lot of 
them were afraid of it. But nonetheless, a lot of the students were engaged in the writing as well, 
which is very, very positive. So, the blue is definitely high interest, so that is a good sign. So, what 
they found most important and interesting to learn about is the writing the thesis statement, 
extracting key ideas or using the thesis to signal what the ideas are, and how to use the rest of, to 
ensure that the rest of their essays are in alignment with the thesis. They recognize that that was 
interesting and engaging to learn the body text, how to develop an argument throughout their 
essays in body paragraphs, how to use evidence, and recognize what is credible and non-credible 
evidence also is important, as well as conclusion, how to sum up an argument, and writing the 
implications part is crucial for them as well. 

 

Okay, so just to show you as well, this particular slide shows you that in our courses we have three 
assignments. Assignment one should be the easiest assignment because the texts are given to them 
and they just have to extract key ideas and respond to a key idea. Second assignment is somewhat 
more applicable because it relates to comparing different leadership styles, but maybe perhaps 
comparing autocratic versus a democratic leader. But they were compare and contrast essays, so 
that was very much guided. The third assignment is definitely the most challenging assignment 
because it was unguided. The students were able to choose a topic of their free will. They can 
choose whatever we had discussed and extend beyond what we talked about in class and write an 
expository essay. So for this, they really need to build a strong argument, extract the theories and 
find the evidence that will support that argument. Okay, so I just want to show you what the 
students felt about in these three particular assignments. 
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Okay so if you look at this you will see that even though the level of difficulty increased over the 
three assignments, students found that the third assignment, being the most applicable assignment, 
was most engaging, interesting and most fruitful to learn. So you can see the rate of the orange, 
which is interest, increased as we went on in the assignments even though it increased in difficulty. 
So that's also an important sign for me to reflect and learn from as well. 

 

Okay, so just to quickly summarize. So, in terms of the scaffolding, having a good balance between 
teacher, social and cognitive presences are really important to engage the students in learning and 
motivate them to learn throughout the whole semester. So, we have 48 hours of instructions in 
total, so it's important for them to maintain that level of interest even though we were not 
connected face to face. So, having the very importantly, as I say in the second point, the instructor-
student facilitation as well as the peer-peer interactions are important. And the third point is that, as 
I said before, the cognitive engagement is just as important because when students cannot engage 
in the content, whether it's the content or the academic literacies that we teach them, they would 
not be able to engage in learning and lose interest at some point, especially as we compete with 
other courses that are in their core modules. So, just wanted to share that. 


